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Question I (25naanxs)
(A)

Suppose that a particle with mass m is moving in a

vertical cone with opening angela as shovyn in the

figu.re. Describe the motion by computin g 0 and z

using Lagrange's equations.

E)
A rod 4D is stecred hy a rnach.ine. The r:rachine has trii.rr rtraafts con*ected b1, r6tatpr1,
jaiutn to the rod at C zurd B. The nra,drin* rar] rn{rve tha uocl by proving its s}rafts
vurtically' The jnint at ,4 in a,ttachsd tn a fircecl pnint uf the rrrcl. at dist:r,nces a and
b from its endpoints, *ee figure. Ttrle jtint at C caa slicle a,long the rorl scr that tlle
horinontal distance hetvu"een the joiretr, c, is kept conxtant. Use as generalised cgorcligate.q
f,ol the rod the y-coordinaton gr1 ffid yc qf tlre joints. Determius the gegeralisecl force
cornponents of the force F : F-"f * Fril.
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Orerlion 2 (25ruanr<s)

(A) Derive Lagrange's equations of motion from the principle of least action using

elementary calculus. Also, demonstrate the conditions under which energy and

momentum are constants of the motion.

(B 
- - -

For open link mechanism, formulate kinetic

and potential energies apply Lagrange's

equations of motion.

Question S (25r'1*nrcs)
(A) Suppose that a particle with mass m is constrained to move on a cylinder with

central force F * -k r / where r is the radius of the base of the cylinder. Describe

the equations of motion by computing z (t) and 0(t) .

Csnsider a pendulurn of mass nr ancl length /,

which is attnched to a support with mans M

which ciln ruove along a line in the "l:-
directior,r. Let x be the coordinate along

the line of the support. and Ie( us denote

the position of the pendulum by the angle d

from the vertical.

Describe the kinetic energy, potential

Enerry, Lagrangian and find the

equation of motion
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Support of pendulum has a length b and mass m are

connected with a fixed rotating disk with radius c

and angular velocity@ as shown in the figure. Use

Euler-Lagrange equations to describe thq. motion of

the pendulum mass.

E)

Ouesfion 4 (25rrannrcs)
(A)

Twa mfisses a,re connected with a spring, and each is connected q'ith a spring
to a fixecl point. Fincl the equations of motion. and describe the motion
qunlit*tively. Soh.e for the possiblb a,ngular freqnencies in the case when the
rnff-s$es a,r.e equal an'C the spring constants are equal. There is no frictian.

Queefio+ 6 (2Enaanxs)

H)

Suppose that a disk with mass M is rolling down

on an inclined plane with length L and an angle

a (alpha) As shown in the figure. The angular'

velocity of the disk is co - 0 .

Use Euler-Lagrange's equation to describe the

Motion of the disk with constraint

g(y,0,t)-y -Re -0 .

Radius R and Mass M
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A small bead of mass nr is slicling on a, smaoth circle of rarlius n and m*s$
rn which in turn is freelSr moving ip a rrertical plane a,r.onncl a fixed p,lirrt
O on its peripherl'. Givs the equations of motion fnr the system, ancl sr:lr,-e
tlreur for small o,scillatiuns a,rt:und the stahle equilibrium. Hrw shr:ulcl the
initial conclitions be choseu for the s]ffitern to rnove a$ & rigid s.l'stem? For
the center of mass uot to learre ths vertic*l tluCIugh o?

Qucstion 0(25tr{enxs)
(A) Use Lo'grornge's equations to

Find the equations of nration fnr
t#)' + {#}? : 1 uxing a suitahle

a, particle rnoving orr an elliptic curve
generalized enorclinate. Check the cilse

when n : &"

(gt ffi lhi#;;6i;; i,;i;; L;i;*,s;,r ;q"&i;,"
A parti*Ie of lrn"s$ 'rur. is sliding on a. r,r,edge, which in turn is slicling on
s, horizontul plane. No frictian. Deterrnine the rela,tive a*celeraf;inn of the
partiele with respect to the wedge.
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